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Summary 
 
Genetic engineering can be used to introduce specific traits into plants. It will not 
replace conventional breeding but can add to the efficiency of crop improvement. It is 
possible due to the fact that plants are totipotent, enabling regeneration of a new plant 
from an isolated cell. Transformation of dicots is usually carried out using the 
bacterium, Agrobacterium tumefaciens. Genes are cloned into plant expression vectors 
that carry the right and left border sequences. They are introduced into plants with the 
aid of a disarmed Ti plasmid whose virulence gene products allow the genes to be 
transferred to the plant nucleus where they are integrated into the genome. Monocots are 
usually transformed by a biolistic process, using a “gene gun”. In both cases callus 
tissue is regenerated on media containing an antibiotic or herbicide to select for 
transformants. The exception is transformation of the common wall cress, Arabidopsis 
thaliana, where tissue culture is not required. Gene silencing, whereby plants shut off 
the expression of multiple copies of a gene, can be a problem when attempting to 
introduce a new trait into a plant. Although the process is not fully understood it can, at 
the level of transcription, be due to methylation or ectopic DNA pairing. At the post-
transcriptional level, the transgene RNA could be specifically degraded if tagged by a 
small complementary RNA molecule. It is often advantageous for plants to express the 
introduced transgenes in specific tissues or under specific conditions. As a result many 
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genes are cloned downstream of tissue-specific or inducible promoters. High expression 
of a transgene may be required under certain circumstances. The 35S promoter of the 
cauliflower mosaic virus is commonly used in dicots while the maize ubiquitin promoter 
is the monocot promoter of choice. Targetting genes to organelles such as chloroplasts 
can also enhance expression. Little is understood of the way in which genes are 
integrated into the plant chromosomes. In many cases multiple inserts occur at one 
locus. The field of plant genetic engineering is a fascinating one and will continue to 
grow in efficiency and sophistication in the years to come. 
 
1. Introduction 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Plant transformation. Plant material is transformed with DNA carrying a 
selectable marker and the gene of interest. Callus tissue develops on selective media. 
Shoots develop on the addition of cytokinins. Withdrawal of cytokinins promotes root   

development. 
 
Conventional plant breeding has succeeded in producing a wide variety of commercial 
plants and crops with a range of important agronomic traits. It has succeeded in 
converting a Mexican grass into maize and Middle East grass into wheat. However, it is 
to a large extent a hit-or-miss process, combining large parts of parental genomes in a 
rather uncontrolled fashion, although this is currently being improved due to the modern 
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technique of marker assisted breeding. Genetic engineering, on the other hand, allows 
scientists to transfer very specific genes into plants, resulting in the introduction of one 
or more defined traits into a particular genetic background. This process is called 
transformation and the genes involved are expressed to form a protein responsible for 
the particular trait. The traits involved include herbicide and drought tolerance, and 
resistance to viral, bacterial and fungal pathogens as well as to herbivorous insects. The 
added advantage is that the transferred gene(s), or transgene(s), can come from any 
organism as long as its expression is compatible with its new host. 
 
Plant transformation is possible due to the fact that plants are totipotent, enabling 
regeneration of a new plant from an isolated cell. Thus if a gene is transferred to a plant 
genome in a cell the regenerated plant will contain that gene in every cell. In practice 
the gene(s) of interest are introduced together with a selectable marker such as 
resistance to a herbicide or antibiotic to which the plant is sensitive. Cells and 
regenerating plants are grown in gel-like media containing that herbicide or antibiotic 
and only plants expressing the genes for resistance will grow. The hormone auxin is 
used to initiate and maintain callus. Once cells have been transformed, cytokinin 
hormones are incorporated into the medium to allow shoot development. Withdrawal of 
cytokinin promotes root growth. Once plants are fully developed they are taken out of 
the media and planted in soil for “hardening off”. The process is shown 
diagrammatically in Figure 1.  
 
2. Transformation of dicotyledonous plants 
 
Dicotyledonous plants are those which develop from two cotyledons in the seed. They 
can be recognized by the branching veins in their leaves. Dicots of commercial value 
include many horticultural plants such as petunias, and crops such as tobacco, tomatoes, 
cotton, soybean and potatoes. Petunias have been engineered to produce a range of 
attractive flower colors and patterns. Tobacco, due to its ease of transformation, initially 
became the workhorse of plant genetic engineering, but more recently the common wall 
or thale cress, Arabidopsis thaliana, has become very popular. It has the advantage of 
not requiring tissue culture during its transformation. Tomatoes have been transformed 
to delay their ripening, cotton to insect resistance and herbicide tolerance, soybeans to 
improved oil quality and herbicide tolerance, and potatoes to resist viruses. 
 
2.1 Transformation using Agrobacterium tumefaciens 
 
Agrobacterium tumefaciens is a plant pathogenic soil bacterium. It makes (tumefacient 
= swollen: Latin = tumefacere) a tumor on plants it infects and as these are often on the 
crown region where the stem meets the roots, the disease is called Crown Gall. 
Scientists were amazed to discover that the bacteria transfer part of their DNA to the 
plant nucleus where it becomes integrated into the plant genetic material. The 
transferred DNA, or T-DNA, is part of a large tumor-inducing (Ti) plasmid. The T-
DNA carries an onc (oncogenic) region, which, by coding for the production of plant 
growth hormones, results in the proliferation of plant cells forming a tumor or gall. It 
also codes for the production of unusual derivatives of arginine, such as nopaline or 
octopine, which the bacteria can use as growth substances. This bacterial-plant 
interaction is known as genetic colonization. It was not long after this discovery that 
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scientists realized that the introduction of a foreign gene into the T-DNA would enable 
its transfer to the plant cell nucleus. This led to the development of plant transformation 
using a disarmed, onc-, version of the Ti plasmid that could transfer DNA into plants 
without causing the production of a tumor. 
 
The Ti plasmid is very large, in the order of 200 kb, and therefore unwieldy to work 
with in vitro. It was soon discovered that all that is required for a gene to be introduced 
into a plant are the 25-bp repeat sequences at the borders of the onc region, known as 
the left and right borders (LB and RB), and the virulence genes (vir) of the Ti plasmid. 
It was possible, therefore, to separate these in a system of binary vectors. Genetic 
manipulation is done in Escherichia coli on a small plasmid carrying a multiple cloning 
site (MCS) downstream of a plant promoter, and a gene coding for resistance to a 
herbicide or antibiotic that is toxic to the plant of interest, situated between the LB and 
RB. This plasmid is then transformed into a strain of A. tumefaciens carrying a disarmed 
Ti plasmid, which essentially consists only of the vir region and an origin of replication 
(Figure 2).  
 

 
 

Figure 2: Binary vectors. ApR, ampicillin resistance for selection in E. coli; SmR, 
streptomycin resistance for selection in A. tumefaciens; ori E.c, origin of replication for 

E. coli; ori A.t, origin of replication for A. tumefaciens; RB, right border; NPTII, 
kanamycin resistance for selection in plant cells; MCS, multiple cloning site; LB, left 

border 
 
This strain of A. tumefaciens is then used to transform plants. The earliest species to be 
transformed was tobacco, Nicotiana tabacum, which rapidly became the model dicot 
plant. However, more recently the workhorse has changed to Arabidopsis thaliana 
which has a very small genome of 120 Megabases and is easier to transform. In order to 
transform tobacco, and most other dicots, leaf disks are cut and placed in a Petri dish 
containing a liquid medium. The A. tumefaciens strain is placed on the surface of the 
disks and co-cultivation carried out for 2-3 days. The cutting of the leaf disks results in 
the plant producing wound-response compounds, such as acetosyringone, which induces 
the virulence genes. The leaf disks are then transferred to selection media containing the 
herbicide or antibiotic of choice. This is often kanamycin as many binary vectors carry 
the neomycin phosphotransferase gene (NPTII) which codes for kanamycin resistance. 
Transformation occurs along the cut edges of the disks, resulting in the formation of 
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callus tissue which carries the DNA between the LB and RB integrated at random into 
the plant genome. The callus tissue is then transferred to regeneration medium also 
containing kanamycin, which only allows transgenic plants, expressing kanamycin 
resistance, to develop. The whole process takes about three to four months. 
 
During the regeneration process care must be taken to inhibit the growth of 
Agrobacterium as false positive results could be due to the expression of the T-DNA-
carrying genes in the bacteria rather than in the plant. This is often found despite the 
fact that the genes are expressed from eukaryotic promoters. Antibiotics such as 
carbenicillin or cefotaxime can be used to eliminate the bacteria but they are not always 
sufficient. Another strategy is to introduce into the T-DNA a GUS gene, coding for ß-
glucuronidase, which carries a plant intron. The enzyme is very easy to detect 
histochemically and fluorometrically and will only be correctly spliced if it is expressed 
within the plant and not in A. tumefaciens. 
 
Arabidopsis transformation is very simple and does not require tissue culture. This is 
advantageous because during the tissue culture process somatic mutations can occur 
which may adversely affect the plant of being very simple and not requiring any tissue 
culture. To transform Arabidopsis young flowering plants are inverted into a suspension 
of A. tumefaciens cells under a vacuum. This causes the bacteria to infiltrate into the 
flowers and transfer the T-DNA into the DNA of the developing seeds, which are 
collected and germinated on the selected antibiotic. Only transgenic seeds will 
germinate and although the frequency of transformation is only about 1%, Arabidopsis 
produces such copious amounts of seed that transgenic plants are readily obtained. 
(Figure 3).  
 

 
 

Figure 3: Top row: untransformed Arabidopsis plants.  Bottom row: transformed 
Arabidopsis plants stained blue due to expression of the β-glucuronidase gene 
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